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On the stability behaviour of systems obtained by
index-reduction

R. Larnour, R. Marz, R.M.M. Mattheij

Abstract

Index reduction may drange the asymptotic stability of stationary solutions. It
is analyzed in some detail how index reduction via artifical Lagrangian multiplier
as well as the Baumgarte method behave.

1 Introduction

In order to reduce the index from 3 to 2, Gear, Gupta and Leimkuhler
(1985) proposed to introduce an aritifical Lagrangian multiplier in equa
tions of constrained mechanical motion. This approach is often called
"stabilization" like e.g. Baumgarte's stabilization (cf. Fiihrer, Rentrop
and Simeon (1991) ).
Clearly, the index 2 formulation becomes easier to be treated numerically.
Reducing the index leads to weaker numerical instabilities; the drift of
the numerical solution (from the constraint manifold) becomes essentially
weaker than in the index 3 case.
It is not directly clear how the (asymptotic) stability is affected by this.
As we shall show in this paper, however, such a property is, fortunately,
preserved. More precisely, we prove that stationary solutions are asymp
totically stable in Lyapunov's sense for the original index 3 system and
for the afore mentioned index 2 formulation simultaneously .
Note that e.g. Baumgarte's stabilization may change this stability be
haviour. Therefore in case, one was interested in a stability analysis of
the original mechanical system, one should preferably work with a lower
index formulation like the one proposed by Gear, Gupta and Leirnkuhler
(1985) .
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2 Equivalence of stability behaviour of the system
and Lagrangian formulation

u' - 11 +h'(u)TZ - 0 (2.4)

v' + feu, v) +h'(u)Tw - 0 (2.5)

h(u) - 0 (2.6)

h'(u)v - 0, (2.7)

2

which describes the motion of a multibody system in terms of position and
velocity coordinates u, v E JRn, subjected to the holonomic constraints
(2.3). The vector w E Rr, r < n, represents the generalized constraint
forces or Lagrangian multipliers.
Assuming that h'(u) has full rank r, the system (2.1) - (2.3) constitutes an
index-3 differential algebraic equa.tion (e.g. Lotstedt and Petzold (1986)
). Since this index-3 equation may meet serious numerical difficulties ( cf.
[BCP89])t Gear, Gupta and Leimkuhler (1985) proposed to solve, instead
.of (2.-1) - (2.3), the extended system

(2.1)

(2.2)

(2.3)

u' - v - 0

v' + feu, v) + h'(u)TW - 0

h(u) - 0,

Consider the Lagrangian equation of first kind

.
The paper is organized as follows.
In Sec"tion 2 we show tha:t the introduction of an additional multiplier
preserves the stabi~tybehaviour. In Section 3 we discuss the potentially
different stability behayiour of Baumgar~e's approach. Finally, in the ap
pendix r we have collected spme background material for convenience of
the reader. '..
There are som~ other papers dealing with stability of the latter stabi
lization technique, notably Ascher and Petzold (1991) . We like to point
out, however, that our analysis more diJeetly relates the stability of the
(augmented) system to th~t of the original mechanical system and also
shows this more explicitly.



which is obtained by introducing the additional (artificial) Lagrangian
multiplier z as well as the constraint on position level (2.7).
Under the assumption above that h'(u) has full rank, the system (2.4)
- (2.7) represents an index-2 differential algebraic equation. Moreover,
(2.4) - (2.7) is equivalent to (~.1) - (2.3) in the sense that for each solu
tion of (2.4) - (2.7) the component z vanishes identic~lly.

In Marz (1991b) a fairly general theory for existence, uniquness and'
(asymptotic) stability of quasilinear systems was given; the 'relevant the
orems can be found in the appendix ( see Theorem A.2, A.4)-. IIi order to
apply those results, we first write both 'systems into the form (cf. (A.3».

" Ax'(t) + g(x(t» = 0

More precisely, we define

A:= [~ ~ ~], g(x):= (f(U'V)h1:~'(UjTW), x:= (: J.-
for (2.1),(2.2),(2.3) and similarly, now provided with tildes,

1 0 0 0 -v+h'{u)~z_ u
o 1 0 0 feu, v) +h'(u)Tw V

A:= 0 0 0 0 ' g(x):= h(u) x:= w

o 0 0 0 h'(u)v z

for (2.4)-(2.7). Let x. = (u;, v;, w;)T be a stationary solution of (2.1)
(2.3), Le.

v.=O, h(u.) =0, !(u.,v.) + h'(u.)Tw• =0. (2.8)
Clearly, x. = (u;, v;, w;, z;)T with z. = 0 is then a stati~~ary solution
of (2.4) - (2.7).
Similarly as in the case of regular explicit differential equations, stability
will be investigated by 'analyzing the linearized equations at x. and x.,
respectively. This is why" we take a closer look at the matrix pencils
{A, B} and {A, B}, ...... .

"[0 -1
B := g'(x.) = F G

. H. 1)
.-;...

3

0·. ]
~T_ , (2.9)

..
")
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Therefore, A E (£ appears to be an eigenvalue of {A, B} if and only if
(2.11) is satisfied with a nontrivial u = QHU.

(2.10)

(2.11a)

(2.11b)

(2.11c)

(2.11d)

u - QHU
V - AU
w - -(HHT)-I(HF+AHG)u

(A2I + AQHG + QHF)u - O.

or, equivalently,

Lemma 2.1 Let H have full rank.

(i) Then {A, B} is a regular index 3 pencil while {A, B} is regular with
index 2.

(ii) The pencil {A, B} has the same eigenvalues as {A, B} (with the same
multiplicities). If x is an eigenvector (generalized eigenvector) of
{A, B}, then x= (xT , zT)T with z = 0 becomes an eigenvector (gen
eralized eigenvector) of {A, B}.

Proof: Part (i) is well-known, thus we turn to (ii) immediately.
Since H has full rank, HHT becomes nonsingular, and H+ = HT(HHT)-1
is the Moore-Penrose inverse of H. Denote by PH := H+H, QH :=
I - H+ H the orthoprojectors onto ker(H).l and ker(H), respectively.
Now, the relation (AA +B)x = 0 may be written as

AU - v - 0

Av+Fu+Gv+HTw - 0

Hu - 0,

o -I 0 HT
F G HT 0
H 0 0 0
o H 0 0

where H.:= h'(u*), F := f~(u*, v*) + h~'(U*)TW*, G := f~(u*, v*).



or equivalently,

Now it becomes obvious that {A, B} and {A, iJ} have the same eigenval
ues.
Similarly, generalized eigenvectors are determined by (AA+B)xj == AXj-l
resp. (AA + iJ)Xj == AXj_l, where Uj-l == QHUj-b Vj-l == QHVj-l in both
cases. This yields, again in both cases,

On the other hand, (AA + iJ)x == 0 reads, in some detail, as

AU- v+HTz 0

Av+Fu+Gv+HTw - 0

Hu - 0

Hv - 0,

(2.12)

U - QHU
V - AU

w - -(HHT)-l(HF + AHG)u

z - 0

(A21 + AQHG +QHF)u - O.

Uj == QHUj
"

Vj == AUj - Uj-l (2.13)

== -(HHT)-l H(F+>"G)uj+(HHT)-l HGUj_l

== AUj_l +Vj-l +QHGUj-l.

The fourth component in Xj is Zj == O. , o

Remark: Note that degree {det(AA +Bn == degree{det(AA + iJ)} ==
2rankQH == 2r.

Theorem 2.2 Let f be a C2 function, and h be C 3• Let U*, V*,' w* form
a stationary solution of (2.1) - (2.3), i.e. (2.8) is satisfied. Le('h'(u)
have full rank and, moreover, a constant nullspace for all U belonging to
a neighbourhood of U*.
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Remarks:

and IQH( UO -u.) I, IQH( VO -v.)1 sufficiently small, is uniquely solvable
in CI[O, 00] .
For such a solution we have

(2.14)

1) In particular, ass~ming all eigenvalues of {A, B} have negative real
parts, any initial value problems for (2.1) - (2.3) and (204) - (2.7),
respectively, with the initial conditions

u(t)-+u., v(t)--+v., w(t)--+w. (t-+oo)~

and zo(t). 0, respec.tively .(cf. 'Theorem A.2, Ao4).

2) The initial values of the solution of the initial value problem (2.1) 
(2.3), (2.14) sat.isfy the consistency conditions

h(u(O)) = 0, PHv(O) = 0, PH f(u(O), v(O)) + h'(u(O))Tw(O) = 0,
(2.15)

Le., for given uO, vo, the system (2.14), (2.15) uniquely determines
the complete initial value u(O), v(O), w(D).

6

Then, ··the stationary soiution u., v., w. 09f (2.1) - (2.3) is asymptotically
stable' if and only if u., v., w., z:/= 0 form an asymptotically stable
solution of (2.4) - (~' 7).·· ..

Proof: Since r is C 2 arid ok is C3, the res"ulting functions 9 and 9 belong
to the ciass C2• '0 • •

For the in-dex-3 equation Ax' +g(x) = 0 representing the original system
(2.1) - (2.3) it is shown in Marz (1991b) that the.conditions (A.6), (A.7)
are satisfied indeed, so that Theorem Ao4 may be applied immediately.
On the other hand, the index-2 equation-Ax' +g(x) = 0 representing the
enlarged syste~ (204) - (2.7} fulfils the condition (Ao4) trivially, because
the derivative-free part (2.6), (2.7) does not depend explicitly on the
variables z,- w.

Finally, Lemma 2.1 completes the proof. 0



3) By differe-ntiating the constraint (2.3) three times and replacing the
derivatives we find (2.1) - (2.3) to represent the vector field -.

u' - V

v' - ~f(u,v)-h'(u)Tw

W' - (h'(u)h'(u)T)-l{:u (h"(u)vv - h'(u)f(u, v) - h'(u)h'(u)Tw)v

. ·8
+8v (h"(u)vv - h'(u)f(u, v))( - f(u, v) - h'(u)Tw)}

on the manifold

M := {(uT,vT,wT)T : h(u) = 0, h'(u)v = 0,

h"(u)vv - h'(u)(f(u, v) +h'(u)Tw) = o} C JRrn.

In this context, Lyapunov stability is related to the solutions that
evolve in the manifold M.

"""'-. /'/

"~/

The manifold related to (2.4) - (2.7) is simply

M := {(uT, vT,wT, zT)T : (uT,vT,wT) EM, z = OJ;

the vector field has the saIne first three componeIl:ts, the fourth one
satisfies z' = O.

4) In fact, the consistency condition (2.15) means

(u(O), 1!(0), w(O)) EM.

5) The initial condition (2.14) allows one to treat any neighbouring
solution of the stationary one (which all lie on the manifold M),
without knowing resp. using the manifold M explicitly.
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6)lt should be me~tioned that for a.pplying related results shown for
vector fields on manifolds we' would have to require more smoothness
of f and h, ~ince i E C2, h E C3 lead to a vector field that is
continuous only. _0:. 0

3 . Stability of Bauirigarte's approach

Differentiating the constraints (2.3) and replaCing the derivatives leads
to the index 1 differential-algebraic eqllation

,
u -v

v' + f(u, v) + h'(u)TW

h"(u)vv - h'(u){f(u, v) + h'(u)Tw}

- a
- a
- a.

(3.1)

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.5)

(3.4)

The matrix pencil that is "responsible" for the Lyapunov stability be
haviour of the equilibrium solution u*, v*, w* (cf. (2.8) and the lineariza
tions in Section 2 ) of (3.1) - (3.3) is formed by

[
I-aoO] [a -I a]

..40 • - a I 0 , Eo = F G H T
T '

a a a -HF -HG -HH

wIth -the notations used in §2.
Recall that {..40 , Eo} is a regular index-1 pencil. Instead of (3.3), Baum
garte (1972) proposed to use the modified term

d2
0 d

dt2h(u) + 2adth(u) + {32h(~) = a,
that is

h"(u)vv-- h'(u){f(u, v) + h'(u)Tw} + 2ah'(u)v + {32h(u) = a, (3.6)
-

witli suitably chosen positive parameters a, {3.
By virtue of the initial conditions

h'(u(a))v(O) = a, h(u(a)) = a, (3.7)

the relation (3.6) is equivalent to h(u) = O.

Baumgarte P9inted out that the original equation ::2'" " a, h := h(u),
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is unstable, and that the aggregate 2a9tJ" + {32J" in equation (3.5) should
play the role of a control term, stabilizing the differential equation (3.5).
Often the choice

{3 = a,

which describes a critically damped motion (cf. Baumgarte (1972)::) is
preferred. However, this does not necessarily mean that the complete
system (3.1), (3.2), (3.6) is stable, too. This question will be investigated
next. In our context this system is well-known to be an index-1 dif
ferential algebraic equation. Denote the matrix pencil that contains the
information about the stability of the equilibrium solution u., v., w. by
{A(a, (3), B(a, (3)}, where

r100] [0 -1 0]
A(a,{3):= l· 0 1 0 , B(a,{3):= F G HT .

o 0 0 H({321 -F) H(2a1 -G) -HHT
(3.8)

As an index-l pencil, {A(a,{3),B(a,{3)} has 2n eigenvalues, since
degree{det('xA(a,{3) + B(a,{3))} = rank(A(a,{3)) = 2n (cf. Cistjakov
(1982) ).

Lemma 3.1 Let H have full rank. Then the eigenvalues of {A, B} are
also eigenvalues of {A(a, {3), B(a, (3)} with the same algebraic structure.
{A(a,{3),B(a,{3)} has the additional eigenvalues

'-\1,2 = -a ± Ja2 - {32.

'-\1,2 may have their own Jordan block and/or they lengthen an existing
main vector chain.

Proof: We consider the relation (.-\.4(a, (3) +B(a, {3))xo = 0 with Xo :=

( T T T)T Th'Uo , Vo , Wo . IS means

(1,X2 + .-\QHG + QHF)~o + (2'xa + (32)PHUO = 0

Vo = .-\uo
Wo = (HHT)-1H{({321 - F)uo + (2a1 - G)vo}.

9

(3.9.a)

(3.9b)

(3.9c)



.
MultIplying (3.9a) by QH and PH we have

. :~.

2 . '
(I)" +)..QHG + QKF)QHUO = -()..QHG + QHF)PHUo and (3.10a)

()..2 + 2)..0' +:p2)PnuO = 0. (3.10b)

Let A(A) denote th~ spectr,u;m of {A,B}({A(O',,6),B(O',,6)}). First, we
show that A C A. .-
Let X, xQ = (uB' v5, wr)T be an eigenvalue "and eigenvector of (2.11),
respectively. Then ..

PHUo = 0 ( so Huo = 0)

and (3.10), (3.9b), (3.9c) represent the same equations as (2.11). This
means that also the (algebraic) structure of these eigenvalues of (3.9) is
the same.
Second, we investigate the eigenvalues )..1,2,

We have to consider two different cases

a) )..i ~ A i = 1,2

b) )..i E A i "~ 1 and/or 2

a) "Ve know that (I)..2+)..QHG+Q HF) is nonsingular for).. =1= O. Therefore
(3)0c:) gives for).. = )..i f/:. A, i = 1,2,

QHUO = _(1)..2 + )..QHG +QHF)-I()..QnG +QHF)Pnuo. (3.11)

For).. = 0 (i.e. f3 = 0) the equations (3.9) have the representation

QHFuO - 0

Vo = ° (3.12)
Wo = .-(HHT)-IHFuo.

However, (3.12) has only a nontrivial solution with PHUo =1= 0 in case
)..i =- 0, i = 1 and/or 2.

- For )..1 = )..2 (Le.. a = ,6) the following generalized main chain vector
equation has to be satisfied -

()..21+ )..QHG +QHF)Ul + (2)..0' + ,62)PHUI = 2()" +o')Pnuo (3.13a)

VI - )..UI = Vo (3.13b)

WI = (HHT)-IH{(f32I - F)UI + (20'1 - G)VI} (3.13c)

10



wh~re Xo = (u5', v5, w5)T denotes an eigenvector corresponding to AI'
Multiplying (3.13a) by QH yields .- ..

QHUI = -(A21 +AQHG +QHF)-l(AQHG +QHF)PHU1.

Summarizing we see that the eigenvectors corresponding to the eigenval-
': ues Ai fJ. A, i = 1, 2 are given by
,,""-iI: . , •... "

. (QHU~ + zJ )
Xl := A~J~ ,

with zb E im(PH), zb =1= 0, QHU~ calculated by (3.11) (if Ai =1= 0) or (3.12)
(if Ai = 0) and wb calculated by (3.9c), and the vector chain is given by

X2 := ( ~(U~!~)) ,if At = A2-

b) Ai E A, i = 1 and/or 2.
We assume that Ai = A E A and A is an eigenvalue of (2.11b-2.11d) with
algebraic multipliticity k but geometric multipliticity 1. If we denote
by X o ' •. Xk-l the vector chain of this eigenvalue, the equation (2.13) for
j=k

Vk - AUk - Uk-l (3.14a)
Wk - -(HHT)-l H(Fuk + GVk) (3.14b)

(A21+ AQHG +QHF)Uk - 2AUk-l + Vk-2 +QHGuk-b (3.14c)

does not have a solution with PHUk = O. (We set Uj =0, j < 0.)
The equation for vector chains of generalized eigenvalues of Baumgarte's
case is given by

(AA(a,,B) +B(a,,B)) ( ~:) = A(a,,B) ( ~:=: )
WI Wl-l

JI



or, iii detail,

Vi - "\Ui - ,Ui':':l

Wi - (ifH~t.. l{H(f32I - F)1!-i t H(2aI - G)Vi}

(.,\
2I + "\Q.HG +QHF)Ui + (2"\a + f32)PHUi =
2(.,\ +a)PHUi-l +QH(2.,\I +G)Ui-l +Ui-2.

(3.15a)

(3.15b)

(3.15c)

12

-
(3.17r is identical with (3.14c) multiplied by QH, this means (3.17) has a
solution but with PHUk =1= 0, and the chain vector is given by

(3.16)(.,\
2 + 2,xa + 132) PHUk = 0

, T '

-- = 0

We consider (3.15) for i = k and we distinguish between two c~es for
(3.14).

I. (3.14) h~s only a solution with PHUk =1= 0

II. (3.14) has no a solution.

I. In this case (3.15) has a nontrivial solution. We multiply (3.15c) by
PH

and by QH

(.,\2QH + XQHG +QHF)Uk =QH(2,xI +G)Uk-l +QHUk-2. (3.17)

and Vic, Wk cal"culated by (3.15a), "(3.15b).
II. If (3.14) is inconsiste~t, then ihe eigenvector equation (2.11b) - (2.11d)
has to have a solution with PHu =1= 0, too. In this case the additional
.eigenvalues ,xi have their own Jordan 1>lock.
In summary the following possibilities may occur:



Does (3.14) have solutions with PHU '::f:. 0 ?
yes no

o

lengthening of the impossible
existing chain by two

yes own Jordan block and own Jordan block of
lengthening of the chain dimension 2Do (2.11b)-(2.11d) have

solutions with PHU '::f:. O? no

Remark: For the case of a = {3 = 0, Lemma 3.1 specifies the results of
Mrziglod (1987) . The worst case is when the two additional eigenvalues
lengthen an existing chain. It is very difficult to discover this case in
advance.

We want to illustrate the results of this theorem by two simple examples.
In the first example (2.11b)-(2.11d) have solutions with PHu i= 0, but
(3.14) not. The second example represents the opposite case.
Example 1: Consider the index 3 equation

,
0u l - VI -,
0u2 - V2,
0VI +W -,
0V2+ W -

UI + 'U2 O.

The matrix pencil is given by

A 0 -1 0 0
0 A 0 -1 0

det{AA + B}=det 0 0 A 0 1 =-2A2
•

0 0 0 A 1
1 1 0 0 0

The dimension of the eigenspace is one and the vector chain is given by

+1 0
-1 0

X o = 0 Xl = -1 (3.18)
0 1
0 0

-13
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The~atrix pencil is given by
.

.'\ ,---0 -1 0 0
..... ," 0 ,\ 0 -1 0

det{'\A(a, f3)+B(a~ f3)};;: det 0 0 ,\ 0 1 =-2,\2(,\2+2a,\+f32).
O. 0 0 ,\ 1

. f32 f32 2a 2a -2

The dimension-of the eigenspace for a = f3 = 0 is two and, in addition to
(3.18),we have the vector chain

1 0
0 0

X o = 0 Xl = -1
0 0
0 0

Example 2: Consider
,

0UI - VI -,
0U2 - V2 -,
0VI + U2 + V2 + W -,
0V2 - Ul - VI + W -

UI + U2 - O.

The matrix pencil is given by

,\ 0 -1 0 0
0 ,\ 0 -1 0

det{AA + B} = det 0 1 ;\ .1 1 = -;\~.

-1 0 -1 ;\ 1
1 1 0 0 0

The. dimension of the eigenspace is one and the vector chain is given by

1
-1-

X o = 0
o
1

14

o
o

.-
XI= -1

1
-1



The matrix pencil for a = {3 = 0 is given by

A 0 -1 0 0
0 A 0 -1 0

det{AA(a, {3}+B(a, {3)} =det 0 1 A 1 1 , -2A2(A2+2aM132)
-1 0 -1 A 1
1 -1 1 -1 -2

and the additional eigenvalues Al = A2 = 0 lenghten the chain xo, Xl with
the chain vectors

0 0
-2 -2

X2 = 0 X3 = 0
0 2
1 0

Theorem 3.2 Let all assumptions of Theorem 2.2 hold. Then, the sta
tionary solution u., v., w. of (3.1), (3.2), (3.6) is asymptotically stable
iff u., v*, w* form an asymptotical solution of (2.1) - (2.3) and the poly
nomial

(A2+ 2aA + {32)

has only roots with negative real part (Q > 0, {3 i= 0).

Proof: The theorem is a direct consequence of Lemma 3.3 in Tischendorf
(1991) and Lemma 3.1.

Remarks:

1. Now it becomes clear that reducing the index by Baumgarte's ap
proach improves the numerical behaviour, but it does not improve
the stability qualities of the solution. In the normal case the stability
is left as it is.

2. In BVP's also unstable components of the solution are relevant.
From this point of view the choice of the Baumgarte parameters may
not be a wise choice as damping may occur in specific components,
where one rather has increasing modes to follow.
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Appendix:
.;...

- ,
On stable stationary solutions of autonomous differential-algebraic equa-
tions -
Consid~r the constant -co"efficient linear system

Ax'(t) + Bx(t) = 0, (~.I)

where the matrices A, B E L(JRm) form a regular matrix pencil {A,'B},
that is, the polynomial p('x) := det('xA t By is assumed not to be iden
tically zero. The eigenvalues of the pencil appear to be the roots of the
polynomial p{'x). _
Assume A to be singular. Transforming the DAE (A.I) into the Kronecker
normal form (see [BCP89])

U~)( ~;gn + (~ ~)( ~gn = 0,

where J denotes a nilpotent block, we know v(t) to vanish identically,
and -

u'(t) + Wu(t) = O. (A.2)

It can be shown that the eigenstructure of the pencil determines that of
the matrix lV. In particular, the eigenvalues of {A, B} are at the same
time eigenvalues of - W, and conversely.
Clearly, the eigenstructure of the pencil determines the stability resp.
boundedness behaviour of the solutions of (A.I) in an a~alogous way as
it is known for the case A = I.
Note that initial conditions should be formulated in terms of A, B, but
they should b~ related to the component u (cf. (A.2)) only.
Next, consiqer the qu~ilinear d~fferential-algebraicequation

where the leading coefficient ma.trix A E L(JRm) is singular and 9 : V C
lRm --+ JRm is a C2-function. '
By decoupling the linear part of (A.3) one obtains an inherent local state
equation similar to (A.2)j the classical Lyapunov Theorem on the asymp
totical stability of stationary solutions can then be generalized to (A.3)

Ax'(t) + g(x(t)) = 0, (A.3)
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(Marz (1991a, 1991b)) . For this purpose, special projectors are con
structed in order to make the decoupling constructive, and moreover, to
formulate the· initial conditions appropriately. We quote the related re
sults on projectors and stability for index 2 and index 3 problems for
convenience of the reader.

Lemma A.l (fMiir91aj, Lemma-2.1)
Let A, B E L(JRm) form a regular matrix pencil {A, B} having inff,ex 2~

Then, there are projectors -

onto ker(A) and ker(AI), Al := A + BQ, respectively, such that

Q - QPIA;IB,

QI - QIA;IBP,

P .- I - Q, PI := I - QI,

where A 2 := Al +BPQI is nonsingular.

Theorem A.2 (fMiir91bj, Theorem 4.3)
Let x* E V be an equilibrium of (A.3), i.e. g(x*) = O. Let {A.,B},
B := g'(x*), be a regular index 2 pencil, and let all its eigenvalues have
negative real parts.
Let R E L(JRm) denote any projector onto im(A), let

(I - R){g(y) - g(Py)} E im«1 - R)BQ), y E B(x*, g).. (AA)

Then, there are an T > 0, and b(e) > 0 to er:ch e > 0 such that

(i) all IVPs

(ii) \PPI(XO - x*)1 < b(e) implies
-

Ix(t; xO, to) - x*t <._e for'- t > to,
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(iii) x(t;xO,to) ~ x* (t -+ (0).

Remark: Condition (AA) is to ensure the equation (A.3) to be index-2
tractable in an open neighbourhood of x*. Note that the index 2 property
of {A, B} does not imply this.

Lemma A.3 (fMiir91b), Lemma 4.3):
Let A, B E L(JRm) form a regular matrix pencil {A, B} having index 3.
Then, projectors Q, Ql, Q2 E L(JRm) onto ker(A), ker(A1), ker(A2),
Al :=A+BQ, P:=I-Q,
A2 := Al + BPQl, PI := I - QI,
may be chosen in such a way that

Q - QPIP2A"31B,

Ql - Q1P2A"31BP,

Q2 Q2A"3 1BPPI,

where P2 := I - Q2, A3 := A2 +BPP1Q2.

Theorem A.4 (fMiir91b), Theorem 3.2):
Let x* E 1) be an equilibrium of (A. 3), i.e. g(x*) = 0.
Let {A, B}, B:= g'(x*) be a regular index 3 pencil, and let all its eigen
values have negative real parts.
Let the conditions

Q2 A"3 I{g(y) - g(PP1y)} = 0, y E B(x*, e), (A.6)

(Ql + PP1)P2A"3 I{g(y) - g(Py)} = 0, y E B(x*, e), (A.7)

be satisfied.
Then, there are an T > 0, and b(e) > 0 to each e > 0 such that

(i) all IVPs :

Ax'(t) + g(x(t)) = 0, PP1P2(X(to) - XO) = 0, (A.B)

IPP1P2(XO - x*)1 < T

have unique c1 solutions that may be continued onto [to, (0),
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(iii) x(tj xo, to) -+ x. (t -+ 00).

Remarks:

1) If, additionally, Q2Ai"lg belongs to the class C3 , then the solutions
of (A.B) are Cl.

2) (A.6) is equivalent to

(1 - R){g(y) - g(PP1y)} E im((I - R)B(Q + PQd), y E B(x., g).
(A.9)
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